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Company: Husqvarna Group

Location: Ath

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Manufacturing Technology Expert

Play a leading role in obtaining and then carrying out projects related to R&D and new

Manufacturing technologies/ processes. He / She is also responsible for the planning,

coordination, execution and closure of their project. They also direct and control all project

activities in order to achieve technical and budgetary objectives and meet delivery

deadlines. He / She calls on his/her expertise in the stages of preparation of the project offer

and plans the practical realization of the project with the management.

Possess coordination and interpersonal skills, both to dialogue with affiliates and to lead a

team in the future.

Collaboration with the quality, control and safety functions, to ensure that the technical content

of the project and the working conditions of the employees respect the rules .

Design the best solution to demand.

Define the needs, then draw up specifications. Estimates the necessary working time and

budget, establishes schedules (distribution of tasks), evaluates risks and issues, etc. decide to

subcontract part or all of the project (if necessary).

Travel as needed to factories to understand project potential(current and future).

Main missions

Realization of the planning and the organization

Composition of the team with the competent hierarchy

Selection, coordination and control of subcontractors
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Regular reporting of the project situation

Compliance with quality and safety rules

Design the installation for products or processes, based on R&D projects

Bring together the heads of departments concerned (R&D, ME, production...)

Define project specifications in a PCP technical file

Search and select suppliers and materials, according to predefined specifications

Have specific preliminary studies carried out if necessary (internally and/or externally)

Study the installation by ensuring its coherence and its links with the existing one

Define the conditions (technical, deadline, financial) of installation in a specification taking

into account the specific constraints of production.

Call for tenders

Follow calls for tenders and select service providers, members of the project group (R&D,

production, technical manager, etc.)

Ensure the follow-up and carry out the implementation of the installation .

Provide technical support and follow-up

Technical skills

Process knowledge: diamond tools is a plus

Knowledge of technical drawing, electronics, machine programming

Knowledge of project management methods

Notions in mechanics, electricity, electromecanic

Fluent in French and English

Personal skills

Leadership and decisiveness



Organization

Ability to solve problems

Creativity, innovation and initiative

Team spirit

Versatility

Have industrial common sense

Be flexible but determined

Work fast, get to the point

Diplomacy

Type of training

Graduated in electromechanic, electronic or electricity or 2 to 3 years’ experience in those

fields

Reporting

R&D VP

We offer sensibility to environmental issues, following Husqvarna’s Sustainability agenda.

Once we have received your application, you will receive an automatic acknowledgement that

your application has been received. Those candidates selected for further consideration will be

contacted by email by recruiter from our Warsaw team.

Last date to apply:

We are continuously accepting applications

Apply Now
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